Introduction
The Great Recession in the US creates significant challenges for state governments as they plan for future budgets. That is, most state governments live under a balanced operating budget from year-to-year. Forecasting state revenues, therefore, becomes a significant task.
Nevada faces the most severe decline in state tax revenue in its history. In prior recessions, Nevada's economy barely noticed the national recession and continued to grow, or at least experienced a much lower decline in its economy than the nation as a whole. The Great
Recession that witnessed significant declines in the leisure and hospitality, construction, and finance, insurance, and real estate sectors caused Nevada to experience its worst recession ever.
Gross gaming revenue and taxable sales comprise two major components of Nevada's tax base, generating sales and use taxes, and gaming taxes respectively. In fiscal 2008, sales and use taxes constituted 35.6 percent of total Nevada taxes while gaming taxes constituted 29.0 percent.
On total general fund revenue, which adds licenses, fees, fines and other revenues to taxes, sales and use taxes comprise 32.3 percent and gaming taxes comprise 26.3 percent. In sum, well over 50 percent of Nevada revenues come from the taxable sales and gross gaming revenue tax bases.
Thus, this paper provides out-of-sample forecasts of Nevada gross gaming revenue and taxable sales using a battery of linear and non-linear forecasting models and univariate and multivariate techniques. Linear models include vector autoregressive (VAR), Bayesian VAR (BVAR), vector error-correction (VEC), and Bayesian VEC (BVEC) models. Non-linear models include semi-parametric (SP), non-parametric (NP), smooth transition autoregressive (STAR), and artificial neural network (ANN) models. In addition to the two components of Nevada's tax base, this paper also employs recently constructed CBER-DETR Nevada Coincident and Leading Employment indexes to capture the state of the Nevada economy.
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. Section 2 discusses the construction of the Nevada coincident and leading Employment indexes. Section 3 reviews the existing literature on forecasting Nevada taxable sales and gross gaming revenue. Section 4outlines the various methodologies used to forecast Nevada gross gaming revenue and taxable sales -VAR, BVAR, VEC, and BVEC models, semi-parametric and non-parametric models, smooth transition autoregressive models, and artificial neural network models. Section 5 describes the data and reports the results of the various linear and non-linear forecasting methods. Section 6 concludes.
Coincident and Leading Employment Indexes for Nevada
Coincident indexes include a number of economic series that collectively represent the current state of the economy. Each series in a coincident index contains some information about the turning points in the business cycle. Since series do not all show the same turning points, a coincident index provides a collective call on the business cycle. This averaging process produces better information about cyclical turning points than any one of the individual series in the index can generate on their own.
Leading indexes provide valuable information about the future path of the economy, combining information from several economic series and collectively forecasting future movements in the economy. As with coincident indexes, each series provides some information but it is unlikely that the individual series will show identical turning points. The combined information in leading indexes produces better predictions about future turning points. Dua and Miller (1995) construct Connecticut coincident and leading employment indexes following well-developed procedures used by the Department of Commerce and described in U.S. Department of Commerce (1977 Commerce ( , 1984 and in Niemira and Klein (1994) . These procedures adopt methods developed by National Bureau of Economic Research researchers Geoffrey H.
Moore and Julius Shiskin in the 1950s.
Several characteristics of a time series are evaluated to select the components of a composite index. The most important of these is cyclical timing determined by the consistency with which the cyclical turning points in a series coincide with or lead the business cycle turns.
Other factors include the periodicity of the data, their reliability, and the promptness with which they are available. The components are standardized to prevent the more volatile series from dominating the index. Dua and Miller (1995) base their indexes on employment-related time series only due to data availability constraints. The components of the indexes are available monthly with a short time lag and are reliable. Since employment conditions generally mirror overall economic activity, the coincident and leading indexes serve as measures of current and future economic activity, respectively.
The Nevada coincident employment index comprises four individual employment-related series that track current employment activity -the total unemployment rate (inverted), the insured unemployment rate (inverted), nonfarm employment, and total (household) employment.
The index, therefore, combines information from different sources. Total (household) employment and the unemployment rate are based on a survey of about 600 Nevada households.
The insured unemployment rate, on the other hand, comes from the data on unemployment insurance claims filed with the state. Finally, nonfarm employment is based on a survey of employers by the state.
The Nevada leading employment index includes six components that predict employment activity -the initial claims for unemployment insurance (inverted), the short-duration (less than In sum, the Nevada coincident employment index contains four individual series that gauge current economic activity. By construction, it includes more information than that in a single measure of economic activity such as the unemployment rate. Likewise, the leading employment index contains six individual series that predict future economic activity.
Literature Review
Several papers model and forecast Nevada gross gaming revenue. Cargill and Eadington (1978) develop simple models of Nevada gross gaming revenue -structural and autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA). The econometric procedure allows the slope of the trend in the data series to vary over time.
Under various assumptions within this stochastic trend model, different ARIMA models emerge.
The stochastic trend model out-performed the BVAR model on Cargill and Rafiee (1990) in forecasting quarterly gaming revenue out of sample over 1988 to 1989, although both methods tended to overestimate gross gaming revenue.
Methodology:
This section describes the various methodologies used to forecast Nevada gross gaming revenue and taxable sales.
VAR, VEC, BVAR, and BVEC Specifications
Following Sims (1980) , we write an unrestricted VAR model as follows:
(1)
where y equals a ( ×1 n ) vector of variables, which in our case, includes four variables --gross gaming revenue (GGR), taxable retail sales (TRS), the leading employment index (LI), and the coincident employment index (CI); A(L) equals an ( × n n ) polynomial matrix in the backshift operator L with lag length p, 5 and ε equals an ( ×1 n ) vector of error terms. In our case, we assume that ε σ 2 (0, ) n N I , where I n equals an ( × n n ) identity matrix.
With cointegrated (non-stationary) series, we can transform the standard VAR model into a VEC model. The VEC model builds into the specification of the cointegration relations so that they restrict the long-run behavior of the endogenous variables to converge to their long-run, cointegrating relationships, while at the same time describing the short-run dynamic adjustment of the system. The cointegration terms, known as the error correction terms, gradually correct through a series of partial short-run adjustments.
More explicitly, for our four variable system, if each series t y is integrated 6 of order one, (i.e., I(1)), 7 then the error-correction counterpart of the VAR model in equation (1) converts into a VEC model as follows. Alternatively, researchers use near VAR models, which specify unequal lag lengths for the variables and equations. Litterman (1981) , Doan et al., (1984) , Todd (1984) , Litterman (1986), and Spencer (1993) , use a Bayesian VAR (BVAR) model to overcome the over-parameterization problem.
Rather than eliminating lags, the Bayesian method imposes restrictions on the coefficients across different lag lengths, assuming that the coefficients of longer lags may approach more closely to zero than the coefficients on shorter lags. If, however, stronger effects come from longer lags, the data can override this initial restriction. Researchers impose the constraints by specifying normal prior distributions with zero means and small standard deviations for most coefficients, where the standard deviation decreases as the lag length increases. The first own-lag coefficient in each equation is the exception with a unitary mean. Finally, Litterman (1981) imposes a diffuse prior for the constant. We employ this "Minnesota prior" in our analysis, where we implement Bayesian variants of the classical VAR and VEC models.
Formally, the means and variances of the Minnesota prior take the following form: 
Nonparametric and Semi-Parametric Models
We now proceed with a nonparametric and semi-parametric regression approach for forecasting both gross gaming revenue and taxable retail sales. To ensure stationarity of the variables, we work with the growth rates, and not the actual levels, when fitting the models, and making the forecasts. 11 Eventually after the forecasts of the growth rates are made, the forecasts related to the actual levels are recovered once more.
First, we abbreviate all the variables that are used in these models. The variables used for modeling and initial forecasting, correspond to the growth rates of: GGR, TRS, LI, and CI, but for convenience of understanding, we use the same terminologies to address the growth rates as we do the levels. Thus, we abbreviate the growth rate of GGR as GGR too. We also use GGR1, GGR2, and GGR3 to denote the first, second, and third lags of the growth rate of GGR, respectively. 12 The rest of the cases follow accordingly.
We examine three competing models, and examine their forecasting abilities. These specifications occur as follows:
9 For an illustration, see Dua and Ray (1995) . 10 We estimate the (B)VAR and (B)VEC models, as well as the random-walk model, using the Econometrics Toolbox in MATLAB.
11 Note that non-parametric and semi-parametric estimation, as well as smooth-transition-autoregressive and artificial-neural-network models , require that the variables are stationary to avoid spurious estimates. Hence, we convert all the variables to their monthly growth rates and test the converted series for stationarity by the Augmented-Dickey-Fuller (ADF), the Dickey-Fuller with GLS detrending (DF-GLS), the Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt, and Shin (KPSS), and the Phillips-Perron (PP) tests. In other words, we find that all variables are I(1) in levels. The results are available upon request from the authors. 2  3  1  2  3  1  2  3  1  2  3   (  ,  ,  , 
Model 1: Nonparametric full regression model (NPFR model)
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Model 2: Nonparametric partial regression model (NPPR model)
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Here, f(.) and g(.) denote unknown functions that are estimated from the data. The ε GGR and ε TRSR are mean-zero errors, with unchanged variance over the entire data set. The parameters α i ; β i ; i = 1; 2; 3 are constants estimated from the data. Therefore, the semi-parametric model can also be described as a partially linear nonparametric model.
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We checked the goodness of model fit using Bootstrap testing and found p-values close to 1 for the models used models. When estimating the unknown functions f(⋅) and g(⋅) in case of the nonparametric models, a local linear regression using AIC c bandwidth selection criterion was used. In this case, we also examined all the options for the choice of kernels, and found that the Gaussian kernel of order 2 worked the best yielding highest R-squared values and smallest MSE.
The optimum bandwidth chosen by the software was used. In case of the semi-parametric modeling, we first computed data-driven bandwidths of the kernels to be used in the f(⋅) and g(⋅) 13 We use the np package in R to carry out the regressions outlined above. parts of the model since selection of bandwidth for lower levels of tolerance takes a very large proportion of time. We overrode the default tolerances, and set the tolerance levels at 0.1 for the search method as the objective function is well-behaved. The regression type was local constant, and not local linear, as local linear seems to yield smaller R-squared values. Again, for the f(⋅) and g(⋅) parts of the model, we used Gaussian kernels of order 2, because they yielded highest Rsquared values and lowest MSE.
Smooth Transition Autoregressive Model Identification
Recent empirical studies show that smooth-transition-autoregressive (STAR) models can successfully model economic time series that move smoothly between two or more regimes, e.g., recession to expansion. When considering the joint dynamic properties of gross gaming revenue, taxable retail sales, the leading index, and the coincident index, it is natural to consider multivariate STAR (MSTAR) models. van Dijk et al. (2002), among many others, discussed MSTAR models. Montgomery, et al. (1998) and Marcellino (2002) report much more favorable forecasting performance for LSTAR forecasts, while the results obtained in Stock and Watson (1999) show that linear models generally dominate nonlinear models in terms of forecasting performance. In spite of specification difficulties, such as the appropriate transition variable, number of regimes, type of transition function, and so on, they prove useful for state dependent multivariate relationships. Recent applications (e.g., Rothman et al., 2001; Psaradakis et al., 2005; Tsay, 1998; De Gooijer and Vidiella-i-Anguera, 2004) find that MSTAR models successfully model nonlinear economic time-series data.
Here, we discuss the specification of MSTAR models, which also follows for the 
where ∆ denotes the first difference operator such that To specify both STAR and MSTAR models, we follow the procedure presented in Terasvirta (1998) (see also van Dijk, et al., 2002; Lundbergh and Terasvirta, 2002) . The first step specifies the lag order of p =3. We maintain this order in the univariate case as well. 
Artificial Neural Network Model Identification
Artificial-neural-network (ANN) models perform well in forecasting nonlinear and chaotic time series (Lachtermacher and Fuller, 1995) . As analogues to the STAR models, we consider both multivariate autoregressive ANN (MAR-ANN) and univariate autoregressive ANN (AR-ANN) models. We estimate the univariate models only for forecasting taxable retail sales and gross gaming revenues. Lisi and Schiavo (1999) use an ANN models for predicting European exchange rates, finding that they performed as well as the best model, a chaos model. Using statistical tests, Lisi and Schiavo (1999) discover no significant difference between the ANN and chaos models. Stern (1996) applies ANN models to several simulated data from autoregressive models of order 2, AR(2), with various signal to noise ratios. The results showed that ANN models do not generate good predictions with a small signal to noise ratio. ANN models seem most suitable for forecasting time series with small signal to noise ratios, given sufficient data and appropriate data transformations. Success of ANNs in forecasting nonlinear time series reflects their universal function approximation capability. This includes any linear or nonlinear function (Cybenko, 1989; Funahashi, 1989; Hornik, et al., 1989; Wasserman, 1989) . Because of this approximation capacity, neural networks offer several potential advantages over alternative methods for non-normal and non-linear data (Hansen et al., 1999) .
Researchers use a variety of neural-net architectures for time-series prediction. The most widely used architecture for time series prediction is the multilayer perceptron (MLP) (also known as a feed-forward neural network) (Sarle, 2002) . The MLP is capable of resolving a wide variety of problems (Bishop, 1995; Kaastra, Boyd, 1996) . In this paper, we also prefer the MLP network for (M)AR-ANN based forecasting. In an MLP network, the units are partitioned into layers. Usually, the MLP network contains an input and an output layer, and one or more hidden layers of neurons between the input and output layers. In the MLP architecture, data are always transmitted from the input layer to the output layer. In our case, each input neuron represents one of the lagged values, while the output neuron(s) represent dependent variable(s) or MLP network forecasts. The MLP is a network with links from each unit in the kth layer directed only to units in the (k + 1)st layer. In the (M)AR-ANN models, the lags of variables enter as inputs to the first layer, and outputs from the network appear in the last layer. A weight ("connection strength") is associated with each link, and a network is trained ("learned") by modifying these weights, thereby modifying the network function that maps inputs to outputs. We use the (M)AR-ANN model with q-hidden layers, which we write as follows: In building ANNs for forecasting time series, researchers frequently subdivide the sample into three sets (Bishop, 1995; Ripley, 1996) . These sets are called training, validation, and test sets. The training set is used to construct the network, the validation set is used to obtain forecast performance measures, and the test set is used to check for generalization capacity of the network. This method can usefully construct networks with good generalization capability that performs well with new cases. During the network's training stage, the weights iteratively adjust, using an algorithm such as the back propagation of Rumelhart, et al. (1986) , on the basis of the training set's values, in order to minimize the error between the network's predicted output and the actual (desired) output. We use sum-of-squared errors (SSE) as a criterion to determine the optimal weights based on the training set. Nevertheless, ANN training based on the training set may lead to overfitting. In order to avoid overfitting, the validation set controls the learning process. We evaluate an ANN's performance by changing the number of hidden layers and type of activation function at hidden and output layers, on the basis of the mean squared error (MSE) obtained when the trained ANN forecasts the period in the validation set. Finally, the test set, which is an independent set of data, provides an unbiased estimate of the generalization error or forecasting performance. No optimal rules exist to select the size of each set of data, although by general agreement, the training set should be the largest. In this paper, we use data from as the test set (43 observations, 12.84%). We evaluate a network's performance based on the 1 to 24 step-ahead forecasts in the validation period and we select the best performing network based on the minimum MSE. Then, we select the network that based on the validation set is used to forecast the test period.
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Creating an MLP network involves five sets of parameters: the learning rule, network architecture, learning rate and momentum factor, activation function of the hidden and output layers, and number of iterations. Over the years, researchers develop many methods to train an ANN. (see Fine, 1999) . MacKay (1992) proposed a Bayesian framework, called the Bayesian regularization, to overcome the problems in interpolation of noisy data. Bayesian regularization facilitates the selection of parsimonious models as well as maximum likelihood estimation.
Bayesian regularization advantageously expands the cost function to search not only for the minimal error, but also for the minimal error using the minimal weights. In the Bayesian regularization approach, one determines a set of smaller models nested within a larger model and the algorithm chooses one of these smaller models, providing a method to select parsimonious 15 See Section 5 for further details.
models. The procedure first assigns prior probabilities to each of the smaller models and then determines the model that posts the highest posterior probability. Following the recommendation in Foresee and Hagan (1997) , we fit the models using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
In this paper, the MLP architecture uses three lags of each variable as inputs for MAR-ANN and three lags of own for AR-ANN models of taxable retail sales and gross gaming
revenues. An MLP network's capacity to learn depends on the number of hidden neurons.
Despite its significant role, no statistical criteria exist to select the optimum number of hidden neurons. We select the best ANN with Bayesian regularization, bearing in mind the overfitting issue, based on its MSE in the validation set, using the least possible number of hidden neurons (Masters, 1993; Smith, 1993; Rzempoluck, 1998) . For both MAR-ANN and AR-ANN models, we try ANNs with maximum q set to 9. We obtain the best performing MAR-ANN with 3 q = , and the best performing AR-ANN with 2 q = for taxable retail sales and with 1 q = for gross gaming revenue.
In our study, the input layer neurons use a linear activation function, while the hidden and output layer neurons use a sigmoid activation function, ( ) G ⋅ . Two sigmoid functions widely used in MLP are the logistic (providing continuous values between 0 and 1) and hyperbolic tangent sigmoid, called tansig, functions (providing continuous values between -1 and 1). In this study, we use the tansig function in the hidden and output layers of the MLP networks, since it allows much faster learning in comparison to the logistic function (Fahlman, 1988; Fausett, 1994) . We scale our data onto -1 and 1, which is the range covered by the tansig function.
The learning rate parameter plays a crucial role in the training process of MLP networks.
The learning rate controls the change in the weights in each iteration of training. In order to obtain optimum weights, researchers should avoid both too-small and too-large size changes in weights. We use a learning rate of 0.25, which provides good results in most practical cases (Rumelhart et al., 1986) . We can increase the speed of learning by filtering, based on the past changes, the oscillations caused by the learning rate. The momentum factor parameter controls the effect of past changes, which should be a number close to 1. In this study, we use a momentum factor equal to 0.85.
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Data and Results:
This section reports our data sources and econometric findings. In addition to the monthly 
VAR, VEC, BVAR, and BVEC Forecast Results
We begin with a series of linear forecasting models. The best performing models bifurcate across taxable sales and gross gaming revenue. For taxable sales, the VEC models generally provide the best forecasting performance on average across all forecast horizons as well as at each individual forecast horizon from 1 to 24 months. Occasionally, the BVEC models outperform the VEC models, but by a small margin. Moreover, the BVEC models generally rank second in forecast 16 We implement all computations of the ANN models with the Neural Network Toolbox (Version 6.0) in MATLAB.
performance, usually by a small margin. In sum, the VEC and BVEC models provide the best forecasting performance for taxable sales with average performance about 44 percent better than the random walk model benchmark.
For gross gaming revenue, the VAR models generally provide the best forecasting performance on average across all forecast horizons as well as at each individual forecast horizon from 1 to 24 months. The BVAR models outperform the VAR models at the first three months forecast horizon. Moreover, occasionally, the VEC or BVEC model outperforms the VAR model. The VEC and BVEC models, however, show an erratic forecasting performance with excellent performance at some horizons and awful performance at other horizons. The VAR and BVAR models show a consistent pattern across all forecast horizons and both forecasts' RMSEs differ only marginally. In sum, the VAR and BVAR models provide the best forecasting performance for taxable sales with average performance about 34 percent better than the random walk model benchmark. VAR models used to forecast taxable sales and gross gaming revenue make it difficult to move with the twists and turns in either series over the sample period, which saw significant ups and downs in these components to Nevada's tax base. Figures 5 and 6 present the ex ante forecasts for the random-walk model for comparison purposes.
Nonparametric and Semi-Parametric Forecast Results
The nonparametric and semi-parametric forecasting models generally perform poorly. On average, all three models perform worse than the random walk model. For example, Model 1 produced an especially bad forecast performance for gross gaming revenue with an average of almost 2000 percent worse than the random-walk model. The performance of these three models improves somewhat for longer forecast horizons, especially for the semi-parametric model. The semi-parametric model outperforms the random-walk model from forecast horizon 11 and 13 through 24 for taxable sales and gross gaming revenue, respectively. 
Smooth Transition Autoregressive Forecast Results
The smooth transition autoregressive forecasts prove much better at forecasting taxable sales and gross gaming revenue than the prior techniques. Generally, the STAR models outperform the MSTAR models, although the differences in performance are not large. 
Artificial Neural Network Forecast Results
The autoregressive artificial neural network model outperforms (or equals in one case) the multivariate autoregressive neural network model at all forecast horizons. Moreover, as we noted 
Conclusions:
Most state governments face some constitutional or legislative requirement to balance their current services budget. Nevada is no exception. Thus, states necessarily need to forecast revenue in order to determine the level of government spending that the forecast revenue can support. In Nevada, the Economic Forum, a group of five laypersons, makes revenue forecasts that bind the government to spending limits. The Economic Forum hears testimony from various constituencies, including the legislative and executive branches of government and attempts to craft a consensus forecast. Taxable sales and gross gaming revenue comprises a significant portion of Nevada's tax base. Table 6 summarizes much of our findings. This Table reports the forecast performance of the autoregressive artificial neural network models versus the random walk model and then between the autoregressive artificial neural network models and, in turn, the semi-parametric models and the vector error correction and vector autoregressive models for taxable sales and gaming revenue, respectively. Table 6 also reports similar results for the smooth transition autoregressive models. That is, the autoregressive artificial neural network and smooth transition autoregressive models provide the best performance of all of the models by a significant margin, but the difference between the forecast errors of artificial neural network and smooth transition autoregressive models are not statistically significant, based on the Diebold and Mariano (1995) test statistic.
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Note:
See Table 1 . 
The columns headed by AR-ANN measures the RMSE for the AR-ANN relative to the RW model. The columns headed by AR-ANN/SP measures the RMSE for the AR-ANN model to the SP models in 
